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Glossary of Acronyms and Abbreviations

AP – Advisory Panel

BFT – Atlantic bluefin tuna

BOEM – Bureau of Ocean Energy Management

CVA – Climate Vulnerability Assessment

DEIS - Draft Environmental Impact Statement

EFH – Essential Fish Habitat

EIS – Environmental Impact Statement

EM – Electronic Monitoring

ESA – Endangered Species Act

HMS – Highly Migratory Species

IBQ – Individual Bluefin Quota
ICCAT – International Commission for the 
Conservation of Atlantic Tunas

IUU - Illegal, Unreported, and Unregulated 
(Fishing)

LPS – Large Pelagics Survey

MRIP – Marine Recreational Information 
Program

NEFSC – Northeast Fisheries Science Center

NMFS – National Marine Fisheries Service

OLE – Office of Law Enforcement

PLL – Pelagic Longline

PSE – Percent Standard Error

RFD – Restricted-Fishing Day
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● Concerns raised about:
● the value of domestic tuna and the handling of the value of imported tunas over past five years
● crew availability impacting landings during the pandemic

● Discussion regarding the shark fishery included:
● Trip limits not allowing the shark quota to be met, specifically mentioning blacknose shark limit

● Regarding HMS price trends, comment that increased swordfish price was likely due to lower import 
rates and implementation of deep-setting catch methods (improving fish quality)

● Question about whether U.S. Caribbean HMS landing revenues were included in the presentation

Economic Situation Report
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Proposed Hudson Canyon National Marine 
Sanctuary Designation 

● Initial concerns about potential designation have evolved toward seeing benefit of preserving the 
wildness of the Hudson Canyon and wanting to protect it from energy projects

● Questions about why wind was not mentioned in proposal like oil and gas

● General concern about wind projects in the area

● Broad support for deferring to NMFS’ existing authority regarding fishing regulations  vs. including 
fishing as an activity that could be subject to ONMS regulation

● Strong support for BOEM and ONMS resolving question of NOAA’s authority to permit (or authorize 
BOEM to permit) wind projects within sanctuaries

● Clarification requested re: past ONMS regulations (i.e., if in conjunction with NMFS)

● Questions about potential amendment process

● Suggestion to define “fishing” and “fishing techniques” in DEIS
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● Comment regarding importance of collaborating with recreational community
● Support for promotion of public access to quality recreational fishing opportunities (and defining 

“access” properly), through: 
● Use of a federal or offshore recreational fishing permit
● Ensuring proper reporting on species caught by providing a known population of anglers fishing in 

federal waters for data collections
● Uniformity in regulations across multiple states utilizing the same area or resource
● Getting outreach and educational material to recreational anglers so they understand the 

regulations for their area
● More OLE coverage for compliance assistance

● Growing concerns regarding shifting baselines in stock production and possible decreases in optimum 
yields

● Concern regarding limitation of participation due to shrinking quotas and closures
● Safety concerns about wind turbines disrupting radar
● Concern that trip reporting of discards of non-targeted species is likely low

National Saltwater Recreational Fisheries Policy 
Update & Recreational Fisheries Summit Discussion
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● HMS MRIP Regional Implementation Plan

● Support for expanding the LPS to additional months, both in the spring and late fall

● Offshore Wind Impacts to HMS Recreational Fisheries

● Need for more spatial data on recreational fishing effort

● HMS Tournament Issues

● Support for requiring compliance with reporting before events can register for the following year

● Continued concerns about marlin 250 limit - may consider limiting the number of new 
tournaments or marlin “quotas” for historic events

● Vessel Registration Delays & Impact of Permitting  

● Strong industry support for using vessel hull ID as an alternative number for permitting, if only for 
the first year, but OLE has concerns about enforcement

● Proposed Rule to Amend Right Whale Vessel Speed Regulations

● Industry concerns that NOAA Fisheries did not adequately assess adverse economic effects of 
proposed speed restrictions

HMS Recreational Roundtable
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• Desire for NOAA Fisheries to “level the playing field” for U.S. fishermen in international fisheries (e.g., 
competition with imports from countries with lower standards)

• Desire for the Agency to compensate the PLL fishery for its sustainability efforts

• Request for increased Agency messaging re: shark depredation issue and shark sustainability to combat 
the spread of misinformation

• Desire for improved connection between domestic regulations and international shark  conservation 
advances

• Concern that AP term limits will limit industry input; suggestion for emeritus status

• Concerns re: implementation of America the Beautiful/”30x30” initiative

• Sentiment that the right whale speed rule and 30x30 initiative are too reactionary and will further hinder 
fishing activities

Sam Rauch: Leadership Update
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• HMS Climate Vulnerability Assessment (CVA) and HMS Spatial Management (future Amend. 15) 

• Concerns about priority, methodology, and timing of the HMS CVA versus the HMS Spatial 
Management project 

• NOAA Fisheries needs to better communicate differences between projects - there is confusion 
about the data and what the models will actually do  

• AP expressed numerous concerns:

• Data selection can bias the final determination of vulnerability 

• Participant (expert) selection can bias the outcomes 

• Use of rankings in management - will this be a new tool that can be used to close fisheries, reduce 
access to stocks, or close areas? 

• Providing feedback to the AP and Councils - be transparent and don’t do this in a black box

• Regional CVA results are giving mixed signals for the same species

• Use of EFH boundaries to evaluate exposure - they were not designed for this

HMS Climate Vulnerability
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• Suggestions for an HMS CVA:

• NOAA Fisheries needs to clearly define vulnerability, resilience, and goals

• HMS Management Division should consider how to incorporate the natural drivers and processes 
impacted by climate change (e.g., sargassum in the Caribbean) in exposure and sensitivity 
analyses.

• HMS Management Division should use crowd-sourced data collection platforms to ground truth 

models.

• HMS Management Division and NOAA Fisheries need to do effective outreach on this project

• Create digestible and actionable outreach for the CVA products

• Need to distinguish this project from other ongoing projects (e.g., Spatial Management).

• Praised HMS for diving more into climate impacts like the Councils are

HMS Climate Vulnerability
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International Affairs, Trade and Commerce Updates
● Appreciation for IATC’s work and the time it takes to make progress holding other countries 

accountable for IUU fishing activities

● Concern about imports from countries with lower standards than the United States and desire for 
the United States to continue its work to level the playing field

● Support for identifying countries and vessels involved in IUU fishing

● Support for import restrictions

● Question about evaluation process of  a country’s fishing practices are comparable to U.S. 
practices (i.e., if standardized approach is used)

● Note re: the importance of the CITES process in international fishery management

● Desire for update on the EU’s “Tarantelo” bluefin tuna infringement investigation

● Interest in seeing how other countries report shortfin mako discards to ICCAT
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● Concerns about insufficient enforcement of recreational sale of tournament fish and fish from foreign 
waters

● Support for enforcement of HACCP at the docks
● Need for enforcement presence at point of landing

● Support for issuance of permits to the vessels vs owners/operators so that
● Operators/owners can be held accountable even if they use another

● Questions and concerns about the enforcement and impacts of proposed new right whale speed 
restrictions

● Question about whether  numbers could be used for permit instead of waiting for registration numbers

Enforcement Update
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Additional Comments
• Caribbean Fishery Management Council discussed the use of skipjack tuna as bait and lack of 

availability of other bait species
• Concerns on the reporting of the recreational swordfish industry and how to improve reporting 

frequency of that fishery
• Need more educational opportunities to inform constituents

• If several pelagic shark species become prohibited, will the quota  for pelagic sharks be appropriately 
reduced or will the catch effort become focused on other species not prohibited 

• Bluefin tuna quota being used but the dealers not being able to take or sell the fish
• Collapse of bluefin prices having effect on fisherman and other fish prices

• Opinion: to not lose expertise of long standing members, create a virtual seat for those termed out for 
1-2 years to support new members (i.e., emeritus status)

• Add new AP members with hands-on operational experience on PLL
• Public comment stated a concern for shark tournaments to be discontinued to prevent collapse of large 

coastal sharks
• Stop charter/headboat captains from being allowed to target prohibited shark species
• Question: possible to authorize power assist for the buoy gear fishery to allow for easier retrieval of the 

gear?




